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Graphene Liquid Cells

Synthesis of Honeycomb-Structured Beryllium Oxide via Graphene
Liquid Cells
Lifen Wang+,* Lei Liu+, Ji Chen+, Ali Mohsin, Jung Hwan Yum, Todd W. Hudnall,
Christopher W. Bielawski, Tijana Rajh, Xuedong Bai, Shang-Peng Gao,* and Gong Gu*
Abstract: Using high-resolution transmission electron microscopy and electron energy-loss spectroscopy, we show that
beryllium oxide crystallizes in the planar hexagonal structure
in a graphene liquid cell by a wet-chemistry approach. These
liquid cells can feature van-der-Waals pressures up to 1 GPa,
producing a miniaturized high-pressure container for the
crystallization in solution. The thickness of as-received crystals
is beyond the thermodynamic ultra-thin limit above which the
wurtzite phase is energetically more favorable according to the
theoretical prediction. The crystallization of the planar phase is
ascribed to the near-free-standing condition afforded by the
graphene surface. Our calculations show that the energy
barrier of the phase transition is responsible for the observed
thickness beyond the previously predicted limit. These findings
open a new door for exploring aqueous-solution approaches of
more metal-oxide semiconductors with exotic phase structures
and properties in graphene-encapsulated confined cells.

Introduction
Graphene, with atomically flat surfaces and the absence of
out-of-plane dangling bonds, continues to attract intensive
research interest, in particular, as the substrate for van-derWaals (vdW) epitaxy.[1–9] Due to the thermal and chemical
stability of graphene, the epitaxial growth of transition-metal[*] L. F. Wang,[+] X. D. Bai
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dichalcogenide thin flakes, metal thin films, flat-lying organic
molecules, and II–VI- as well as III–V-compound semiconductor nanowires and few-layer films has been demonstrated successfully on graphene buffer layers or under
graphene protection via vapor–solid growth, such as chemical
vapor deposition (CVD).[1–9] Nanocrystal growth from solutions encapsulated by top and bottom graphene layers has
been investigated as well as leveraging its impermeability and
flexibility.[10–12] In contrast to the open environment of the
vapor-transport growth in which the precursor species deposit
and diffuse on only one layer of graphene, the vdW
interaction between the two graphene layers squeezes out
most of the liquid, leaving encapsulated solution droplets in
a closed liquid cell[13] with a high pressure (up to 1 GPa)
imposed on the liquid.[10, 14] Exotic crystallization phenomena
in this confined space have been reported,[10] and this
approach of epitaxial growth of nanocrystals in graphene
liquid cells warrants further investigation.
Beryllium oxide (BeO), an excellent electrical insulator
with an ultrahigh thermal conductivity, exists in sp3-hybridized polymorphs such as wurtzite.[15] Early theoretical work
concluded that sp2-hybridized hexagonal BeO (h-BeO) was
intrinsically unstable, both energetically and kinetically, and
therefore should not exist.[16] Later theoretical studies based
on energetic considerations predicted that each cation-anion
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Figure 1. a) Schematic illustration of the polar catastrophe, showing the atomic model of an example polar crystal—the wurtzite structure, and
the electrostatic model of the structure along h0001i. The electric field E gives rise to the divergent potential V, rendering the structure unstable,
thus the “catastrophe”. b) Representative scanning electron microscope image of one CVD-grown graphene film transferred onto a quantifoil TEM
grid by the polymer-free method. c) Schematic of two graphene TEM grids encapsulating a liquid droplet, forming the graphene liquid cell.

bilayer in a free-standing film that would assume polar
surfaces in the bulk limit (for example, wurtzite for BeO)
should collapse into a planar honeycomb-like structure if and
only if the film thickness is below a certain threshold.[17, 18] This
transformation to the planar structure is deemed a new
stabilization mechanism countering the polar field in polar
crystals (Figure 1 a) in the ultra-thin limit, while a multitude
of known mechanisms avert the catastrophic divergence of
the electric potential in the bulk and afford stable polar
crystals by altering the surface charge densities of the polar
surfaces (Figure S1).[19–21] While sp2-coordinated polymorphs
of octet (II–VI, III–V, etc.) compounds, including h-BeO, are
predicted to exist in the ultra-thin limit, the experimental
synthesis of h-BeO is still missing, and it has remained an
intriguing question whether the absence h-BeO demonstrates
is due to fundamental limitations or merely technical
difficulties in synthesis.
Here, by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), electron diffraction, and electron energy-loss
spectroscopy (EELS) aided by density functional theory
(DFT) calculations, we show that BeO crystallizes in a hexagonal structure with h-BN-like basal planes, that is, h-BeO,
in liquid cells formed by a top and a bottom graphene sheet.
We demonstrate that in graphene-sealed liquid cells, sp2bonded h-BeO nanocrystals can exist even beyond the
thermodynamically determined layer-count threshold, above
which the wurtzite structure (w-BeO) is energetically preferred. The low-loss EELS is consistent with the theoretically
calculated plasmon resonance of h-BeO, and the fine
structure of the Be K-edge core-loss spectra indicates sp2
electron configuration. In contrast to previous demonstrations of honeycomb-structured polymorphs of octet compounds,[22, 23] where substrate effects have been shown to give
rise to a significant deviation of experimental observations
from predictions based on free-standing films, the nearly freestanding h-BeO nanocrystals sandwiched between two graphene sheets allow for a glimpse into the intrinsic growth
behavior of such polymorphs in the absence of strongly
interacting substrates. The discovery calls for further experimental as well as theoretical investigations into sp2-coordinated polymorphs of octet compounds.
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Results and Discussion
Liquid cells are formed by transferring CVD-grown
monolayer graphene onto a TEM grid (Figure 1 b), exposing
it to a small amount of water, covering it with another
graphene-dressed TEM grid (Figure 1 c), and leaving the
assembly to dry on a beryllium sample holder in air to form
pockets of liquid trapped between the suspended graphene
sheets.[10, 11, 24, 25] HRTEM imaging reveals one type of crystallites exhibiting a distinct in-plane periodicity (Figure 2 a as
well as Figure S2 and Movie S1 in the Supporting Information), which is a hexagonal lattice with a lattice constant a =
0.27 nm, coinciding with the literature value 0.2698 nm for wBeO.[26] Moreover, Na, Cl, Be, O, and C but no other elements
are identified by EELS and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (Figure S3). As no Na or Cl signatures can be found
in regions exhibiting the hexagonal lattice, these crystallites
are attributed to BeO that was introduced into the liquid cells
via corrosion of the oxide-passivated surface of a berylliumsample platform by the aqueous solution.[27] Given the
nanometer size of the randomly grown crystallites whose
ultra-low amount is significantly below the requirements of
ex-situ characterizations like synchrotron X-ray diffraction
and Raman spectroscopy, the structural phase is fully
evaluated by in-situ TEM microscopy and spectroscopy.
Figure S2 displays an additional structural survey of crystallites by HRTEM imaging combined with electron-diffractionpattern measurements which show the homogeneous planer
graphitic-like structure of BeO in the graphene cell. The
polymorphic phase of the BeO crystallites cannot be determined by imaging alone, since in-plane lattice constants
calculated by DFT for h- and w-BeO are 0.2698 and
0.2703 nm, respectively, both close to the measured value
(0.27 nm; Table S1).
The BeO crystallites are further examined by EELS, along
with w-BeO (Figure 2 b) reference samples grown by atomic
layer deposition (ALD) on silicon.[28, 29] A shift between the
low-loss peaks of the graphene-sandwiched crystallites and
the w-BeO reference has been observed (Figure 2 c). To verify
generality, Figure S4 shows the spectra acquired in multiple
samples. Consistently, the low-loss peaks arising from valence-electron plasmon resonance are at & 22 eV and
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Figure 2. a) Representative high-resolution TEM image of the graphene-sealed BeO nanocrystal. Insets are the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and
higher-magnification image of area in dashed blue box. b) TEM image of a w-BeO sample grown on a Si substrate. c) Low-loss spectra of BeO
nanocrystals formed in the graphene liquid cell and the w-BeO thin film, acquired at convergence semi-angles a = 7.7 mrad and collection semiangle b = 26.5 mrad. d)–g) Be K-edge of BeO nanocrystal (blue curve) and w-BeO thin film (red curve) at two sets of (a,b).

& 24.1 eV for the crystallites and the w-BeO, respectively,
with a ratio of & 0.92. The shift in peak position, along with
the difference in shape, once again indicates that the
crystallites are a different phase than w-BeO. Qualitatively,
the h-BeO (space group: P63/mmc)/w-BeO unit-cell-volume
ratio of 1/0.833 (see lattice constants in Table S1) leads to
a loss-peak-energy ratio of 0.91, since the plasmon-resonance
energy is proportional to the square root of the valenceelectron density. This strong suggestion that the nanocrystals
may be h-BeO prompts a close examination of the Be K-edge
core-loss spectra of the BeO nanocrystals, again referenced to
ALD-grown w-BeO samples, to resolve the angular dependence of the two major peaks (peaks A rising at & 114 eVand B
at & 120 eV,[30] Figure 2 d,e) originating from different electronic configurations (sp2 vs. sp3).
It is well known that the fine structures of the core-loss
spectra, that is, the energy-loss near-edge structures
(ELNES), reveal the electronic structures above the Fermi
level.[31] Different electronic configurations of h- and w-BeO
result in different scattering-angle dependencies in ELNES.
Specifically, for reasons to be illustrated after presenting the
data, peak A in the Be K-edge is expected to be higher than
peak B for very small scattering angles and to intensify and
surpass peak B at larger angles for h-BeO. In contrast, for wBeO, peak A is expected to be stronger than peak B at all
scattering angles. However, ultra-small scattering angles on
the order of 1 mrad, needed to demonstrate significant
differences that rule out any ambiguity, are typically not
possible with commercial electron microscopes.[31] This technical challenge has been overcome by using an aperture with
5 mm diameter custom-fabricated by focused ion milling (for
details, see the Supporting Information), achieving convergence semi-angles as small as 0.7 mrad. We used a very small
convergence semi-angle a = 0.7 mrad in conjunction with
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a more moderate collection semi-angle b = 2.6 mrad to
maintain an adequate signal-to-noise ratio. As expected, the
BeO crystallites with graphene encapsulations exhibit a higher
peak A than peak B at these small angles (Figure 2 d), but
a reversed relative intensity of the two peaks at larger angles
a = 7.7 mrad and b = 26.5 mrad (Figure 2 e). In contrast, peak
A remains more intense than peak B regardless of the (a,b)
combination for the w-BeO sample (Figure 2 f,g). Raw EELS
data corresponding to Figure 2 d–g are displayed in Figure S5
to convey the significant difference between the small- and
larger-angle spectra for the BeO crystallites as well as the
relative intensity variations for w-BeO, which cannot be
attributed to a nuance in background removal. More data in
Figure S4 g show that peak A is consistently more intense than
peak B for w-BeO, while the relative intensity between the
two peaks varies for graphene-sandwiched BeO nanocrystals.
Furthermore, Be K-edge spectra of BeO crystallites acquired
at a series of collection angles reveal that the relative intensity
of peak A vs. B reverses around b = 21 mrad for a fixed a =
7.7 mrad, while w-BeO once again exhibits no relativeintensity reversal in the same collection-angle range (Figure 3). The trend is consistent and clear even at these
moderate a and b values.
The angular-dependency fine structure of ELNES for
BeO crystallites in contrast to the invariant w-BeO reveals
the anisotropy features of the hexagonal BeO (h-BeO)
nanocrystals. DFT-based calculations find low-loss peak
positions for h- and w-BeO at 21.4 and 24.6 eV, respectively
(Figure 4 a), closely matching the experimental values of 22
and 24.1 eV. To better mimic the graphene-sealed h-BeO
nanocrystals with finite thicknesses, low-loss spectra of
stacked h-BeO layers with a graphene cover sheet (Figure S6)
exhibit essentially the same low-loss peak position with
negligible dependence on h-BeO thickness and choice of
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Figure 3. a), b) HRTEM images of BeO nanocrystals and w-BeO, respectively. c), d) Be K-edge acquired at fixed convergence semi-angle a = 7.7
and 7.5 mrad and fixed specimen orientation but varying collection semi-angle b in (a) and (b), respectively.

supercell size. We further have performed DFT-based calculations to model the ELNES of both h- and w-BeO. Briefly,
under the dipole approximation, the intensity is represented
by the square modulus of the position-operator matrix
element between the core state (1s) and the unoccupied
states (p*,s*), which are explicitly evaluated, with core-hole
effects taken into account by employing a specially constructed pseudopotential for the excited atom in a sufficiently
large supercell.[32, 33] The ELNES dependence on the direction
of the momentum transfer manifests the anisotropy of the
electron orbitals.[34, 35] Due to strong anisotropy between the
in-plane sp2 bonding and the p-bonding formed by pz orbitals,
h-BeO core-loss spectra differ drastically for q k c and q?c,
where q is the momentum transfer upon inelastic scattering
and c k z k [0001] (Figure S7). As shown in Figure 4 b, with the
transition energy from the Be 1s core level to the conductionband minimum set to 0, the first peak (at & 0.3 eV), arising
from the 1s!p* transition, is intense for q k c (p* being pzsymmetry-projected states; h2pz jrj1si k c, where r is the
position-vector operator) but virtually absent for q?c, while
the second major peak (at & 5 eV), attributed to s* states
(px,y-symmetry-projected), is strong for q ? c and relatively
weak for q k c. On the contrary, the sp3-bonded w-BeO is less
anisotropic, therefore its Be K-edge spectra differ only
slightly for q k c and q?c.
While the EELS is always an inseparable combination of
q k c, and q?c responses due to finite convergence and
collection angles (2a and 2b, respectively), the difference in
anisotropy between the sp2 and sp3 electron configurations
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2020, 59, 15734 – 15740

can be revealed by comparing the trends in which EELS
varies as the scattering angle increases for h- and w-BeO (that
is, as the relative weight of the q?c response increases). This is
the reason why scattering-angle-dependent EELS measurements have been applied. For the Be K-edge at 80 kV, the
angular width of the differential cross-section as a function
(approximately Lorentzian) is just below 1 mrad.[31] Therefore, in order for the comparison between EELS acquired at
two sets of (a,b) to be unambiguous, the smaller a and b must
be close to 1 mrad. As mentioned earlier and described in the
Supporting Information, this challenge has been met by
employing a home-made aperture, achieving a = 0.7 mrad.
The Be K-edge spectra shown in Figures 2 d–g and 3 c,d are
consistent with the theory discussed above, indicating that the
graphene-sealed nanocrystals are h-BeO. The validity of our
theory and calculations has also been checked by comparing
the spectra of defect-free and edge-rich regions in h-BeO. As
shown in Figure S8, area 1 is almost defect-free, while area 2
contains numerous zigzag edges.
The DFT-based calculations for Be K-edge ELNES of hBeO with zigzag edges (see Supporting Information) reveals
one “pre-peak” at an energy below the two major peaks
(Figure S8 b). By comparing the EELS spectra of the two
areas, the peak rising at 110 eV is appreciable for box 2 (with
zigzag edges), while there is a barely visible peak or shoulder
rising at & 110 eV for box 1 (defect-free region), consistent
with the findings of our calculations. Moreover, for both the
defect-free and edge cases, the energy difference between the
pre-peak and peak A is & 3 eV, again closely matching the
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Figure 4. a) Calculated low-loss spectra that reproduce the experimental peak-energy difference between h- and w-BeO. b) Calculated Be K-edges
of h- and w-BeO, with the momentum transfer q parallel and perpendicular to the lattice vector c. c) DFT-calculated total-energy difference, DEw@h,
between w- and h-BeO slabs vs. layer count. Here, the layer count is defined as the number of h-BeO monolayers for an h-BeO slab, or as the
number of BeO bilayers for a w-BeO slab. Insets: Atomic models of w-BeO (right) and an h-BeO monolayer (left). For layer counts , 8, the w-BeO
structure collapses into h-BeO upon geometry relaxation (shown as empty circles). d) Schematic depiction of the energy surface in BeO phase
space. For layer counts , 8, there is no barrier; for layer counts > 8, a finite barrier exists. The thermodynamic crossover is at a layer count of 12.
At the bulk limit, a small yet finite barrier exists.

calculated value of & 3 eV. The confirmation of the defectstate peak by the EELS measurement further shows the
reliability of the calculations.
After identifying the graphene-sandwiched BeO nanocrystals as h-BeO, the estimation of the h-BeO thickness and
corresponding layer number has been performed by the
EELS log-ratio method (see details in the Supporting
Information).[31] The h-BeO thickness in Figure 2 a is determined to be (8.0 : 1.6) nm, corresponding to an h-BeO layer
count of 28 : 6, under consideration of the two graphene
sheets. Similarly, the layer counts in Figure 3 a and four other
h-BeO areas are 22 : 5, 22 : 5, 18 : 4, and 22 : 5, respectively. Thus, the lower bounds of the measured h-BeO layer-count
values for these five areas, with the largest possible errors, are
22, 17, 17, 14, and 17, respectively.
The measured layer counts have been compared with the
theoretically calculated threshold layer count below which hBeO is thermodynamically favored. While minimization of
the Gibbs free energy is the criterion for stability, it has been
shown (see the Supporting Information) that the total energy
difference DEw@h between w- and h-BeO is a good indicator of
the relative stability and that the cross-point DEw@h = 0 in
Figure 4 c reveals that the threshold layer count for the
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hexagonal–wurtzite transition is 12. The measured layer count
of graphene-sandwiched h-BeO can be significantly above the
theoretical threshold layer count, even with possible errors of
the log-ratio method fully considered (see the Supporting
Information).
To reveal why the thermodynamically unfavored h-BeO
phase can exist beyond the ultra-thin limit, the kinetic
stability of bulk (that is, infinitely thick) h-BeO has been
examined by calculating the energy barrier between the wand h-BeO phases using the solid-state nudged elastic band
(SS-NEB) method.[36] The barrier is found to be 0.7 meV per
BeO unit cell (Figure S9), too small to stabilize the h-BeO
phase. For BeO slabs that are about 10 to 30 layers thick,
instead of computationally surveying the energetic landscapes
at a high cost, the energy surface has been approximated
based on the calculations above. As shown in Figure 4 d, for
layer counts , 8, the w-BeO structure collapses into h-BeO
upon geometry relaxation (see also the empty circles in
Figure 4 c), indicating the absence of barriers between the two
phases. For layer counts > 8, there is a finite barrier, since we
can separately optimize the two structures. Our observation
of h-BeO crystals beyond the ultra-thin limit indicates that
this barrier is significant (@ k T = 26 meV for room temper-
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ature) in the thickness range between the thermodynamic
threshold (12 layers) and tens of layers. The barrier calculation in the bulk limit (0.7 meV) indicates that this barrier
persists although it decreases as the layer count increases. In
this scenario, we propose that the energy barrier is responsible for the observed h-BeO layer counts beyond the ultrathin limit. In other words, the experimentally observed h-BeO
is kinetically stabilized by a barrier. Therefore, h-BeO beyond
this ultra-thin limit can exist as a metastable polymorph,
contrary to a long-held conviction, calling for a re-evaluation
of the existence of nonpolar polymorphs of other octet
compounds including II–VI and III–V counterparts. The
kinetic stabilization revealed here points to the feasibility of
layer-by-layer growth of these crystals beyond the ultra-thin
limit. Furthermore, the same principle should also allow the
growth of van-der-Waals (vdW) heterostructure solids that
are widely used in novel physics, a major step forward from
mechanical stacking.
We have to point it out that the transition of w-BeO to hBeO is energetically favorable with layers fewer than the
threshold value, while h-BeO beyond the ultrathin limit is
kinetically stabilized no matter whether the vdW pressure
from graphene sheets is involved in our calculations or not
(see the Supporting Information). The role of graphene
encapsulation on the formation of h-BeO and the stability of
h-BeO beyond the thermodynamic ultra-thin limit is not very
clear yet because of the absence of h-BeO crystallization via
the aqueous approach in an open cell. One advantage
provided by graphene liquid cells is that h-BeO nanocrystals
crystallize between the graphene sheets as nearly free-standing layers, because graphene, being a 2D crystal, lacks
dangling bonds that would initiate the growth of 3D wBeO.[1] Furthermore, considering the wafer-scale growth
capabilities of graphene, future work on the rational synthesis
of nonpolar polymorphs of compound semiconductors, such
as ZnO (II–VI compounds) with rich physical and chemical
properties, not by high-temperature vapor-transport deposition but via the mild wet-chemistry route with encapsulation
of graphene will yield a series of nanocrystals probably
holding exotic phase structures, and more importantly, larger
crystal size and thus enable ex-situ characterizations such as
Raman spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction.

Conclusion
We have demonstrated sp2-coordinated h-BeO beyond
the thermodynamic ultra-thin limit. The h-BeO nanocrystals
were formed in the graphene liquid cells and EELS afforded
the ideal in-situ experimental means that provide rich
information. The h-BeO polymorph was distinguished from
w-BeO, which has a nearly identical in-plane lattice, by the
low-loss spectrum due to its lower valence-electron density
originating from looser packing and by the Be K-edge due to
its sp2 electron configuration. Moreover, the thickness
information, revealed by the full spectrum, indicates that asreceived h-BeO crystals are significantly thicker than the
thermodynamic ultra-thin limit. The barrier between h- and
w-BeO phases is proposed to kinetically stabilize the obAngew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2020, 59, 15734 – 15740
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served h-BeO layer counts beyond the ultra-thin limit as
a metastable polymorph.
Considering of the availability of large-area graphene,
inspired future work may lead to the rational synthesis of sp2coordinated polymorphs of octet compounds, not by hightemperature vapor-phase deposition but via mild wet-chemistry routes. Resulting crystals with a larger area than available
in this study will enable more thorough characterizations such
as Raman spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction to reveal the
rich physics and chemistry of exotic polymorphs that promise
novel applications. Our findings open a new avenue towards
the solution-phase synthesis of sp2-coordinated polymorphs of
octet compounds in a nearly free-standing form, enabling
investigations of their intrinsic structure, properties, and
growth behavior in the absence of complicating substrate
effects.
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